Abstract. In this paper, a nonlinear recursive method for the dynamic and kinematic analysis of a closed-loop flexible manufacturing system is presented. The kinematic and dynamic models are developed using absolute reference, joint relative, and elastic coordinates as well as joint reaction forces. This recursive method leads to a system of loosely coupled equations of motion. In a closed-loop manufacturing system, cuts are made at selected secondary joints in order to form spanning tree structures. Compatibility conditions and reaction force relationships at the secondary joints are adjoined to the equations of open-loop manufacturing systems in order to form closed-loop kinematic and dynamic equations. Using the sparse matrix structure of these equations and the fact that the joint reaction forces associated with elastic degrees of freedom do not represent independent variables, a method for decoupling the joint and elastic accelerations is developed. Unlike existing recursive formulations, this method does not require inverse or factorization of large nonlinear matrices. The application of nonlinear recursive method in kinematic and dynamic analysis of closed-loop manufacturing systems is also discussed in this paper. The use of the numerical algorithm developed in this investigation is illustrated by a closed-loop flexible four-bar mechanism.
Introduction
Closed-loop manufacturing chains are often encountered in the analysis of mechanical systems such as mechanisms, vehicle suspensions and space applications [1] [2] [3] . The dynamic motion of these systems can be examined using the augmented formulation that employs the absolute coordinates and Lagrange multipliers [4] . Keat [5] presented a technique for evaluating the accelerations which are integrated numerically using direct numerical integration methods. Closed topological loops are handled by making cuts at selected joints and constraint forces at these joints are calculated using Lagrange multipliers. Haug and Kim [6] presented a recursive formulation for the dynamic analysis of closed-loop flexible multibody systems. Selected joints in the closed loops in a deformable mechanism are cut to form a spanning tree structure. Cut joint constraint equations and associated Lagrange multipliers are introduced to represent cut joint reaction forces and torques. Recently, Hwang [7] developed a recursive method for the dynamic analysis of open-loop deformable mechanical systems. In this method, the accelerations of child body are expressed in terms of the absolute reference and elastic accelerations of parent body as well as the joint accelerations. The nonlinear kinematic and dynamic equations of the deformable bodies are formulated using the generalized Newton-Euler equations [8] that account for the inertia coupling between the rigid body motion and the elastic deformation. It is the objective of this paper to develop a nonlinear recursive method for the kinematic and dynamic analysis of closed-loop manufacturing systems. In this method, the configuration of manufacturing systems is identified using a coupled set of absolute reference and elastic coordinates. The large relative displacements between two manufacturing components are described using a set of intermediate body-fixed joint coordinate systems. Cuts are made at selected secondary joints in closed-loop chains in order to form spanning tree structures. The kinematic and dynamic models at the secondary joints are adjoined to the resulting system of equations to define the kinematic and dynamic equations of the closed-loop systems. It is shown that by using the method developed in this investigation, the topological structure of flexible closed-loop mechanisms can be described in a systematic manner.
Secondary joints
A closed-loop chain in a manufacturing system can be considered as two open-loop chains connected together at a selected joint called secondary joint. By making cuts at secondary joints, the procedures used in the analysis of open-loop systems can be used in the analysis of closed-loop systems as well. Figure 1 indicates a closed-loop chain that consists of n deformable bodies. This system can be considered as open-loop chains by making a cut at a selected secondary joint to form a spanning tree structure as shown in Figure 2 . Without any loss of generality, the two bodies common to the secondary joint are denoted as body j and body k. Clearly, the joint reaction forces and torques that appear as the result of the cut at the secondary joint are internal workless constraint forces. Consequently, these forces and torques can be represented by two sets of reaction forces and torques that act on the contiguous flexible bodies common to the secondary joint. The application of Newton's third law reveals that the forces and torques in these two sets are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction. The number of the independent components of the forces in these two sets is equal to the number of degrees of freedom eliminated by the secondary joint. The number of independent nonzero components of these forces and torques are equal to the number of the kinematic constraint equations of the secondary joint. These equations can be written as
(1) For instance, in the case of a revolute joint, there are three independent force components and two independent torque components since the revolute joint is a single degree of freedom joint. Similarly, the one degree of freedom prismatic joint has two independent force components and three independent torque components. Consequently, Eq. (1), in the case of a translational joint, contains five independent algebraic constraint equations. In general, if body j and body k are two flexible bodies common to a secondary joint, the virtual work of the secondary joint forces and torques acting on these bodies can be written as Clearly, these generalized reactions include a set of forces associated with the generalized elastic coordinates of body j and body k. Therefore, the number of independent generalized reactions among these forces remains equal to the number of independent kinematic constraint equations of secondary joints and consequently the generalized elastic forces do not introduce independent variables to the dynamic formulation. This important fact will be utilized in the development presented in this paper in order to decouple the joint and elastic accelerations. If body j and body k are two bodies common to a secondary joint, one has 
Recursive kinematic and dynamic equations
In the recursive formulation developed in this paper for the analysis of closed-loop kinematic chains, the dynamic relationships are formulated in terms of the absolute, elastic, and joint coordinates. It was shown by Hwang [7] that the relationship between the accelerations of bodies i and i-1 that are interconnected by a mechanical joint can be written as 
and for the secondary joint that connects bodies j and k
where underline-line in corresponding matrices and vectors of Eq. (8) denote variables associat ed with the secondary joint. Equation (7) is similar to the kinematic equations of open-loop systems. Equation (8) , describes the connectivity at the secondary joint, can be written as λ
where G is a sparse matrix that contains nonzero entries only in the locations associated with bodies j and k connected by the secondary joint. This matrix is given by
For a flexible body in a manufacturing system, these equations can be written compactly as
where i M is the symmetric nonlinear mass matrix of body i that accounts for the inertia coupling between the rigid body motion and elastic deformation, i E is the vector of applied forces that include external, Coriolis, and centrifugal forces, Equation (13) can be used to eliminate the reaction forces of the primary joints associated with the elastic degrees of freedom, and it leads to (16) Observe that the coefficient matrix in this equation is symmetric. By using the secondary joint constraint equations, the dynamic matrix equation for closed-loop manufacturing systems leads to a mixed system of differential and algebraic equations. Hwang's algorithm [7] can then be used for the numerical solution of the resulting differential and algebraic equations. In this algorithm, only the secondary joint constraint equations are solved using appropriate numerical methods. The use of the nonlinear recursive method described in this paper automatically eliminates the requirement for using the numerical algorithm to check the violation in the constraint equations of primary joints.
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Numerical examples
In this section, the application of the method developed in this paper for the analysis of closed-loop flexible manufacturing systems is demonstrated. To this end, the four-bar mechanism shown in Fig. 3 is used as illustration. The mechanism consists of four bodies: fixed link (ground), crankshaft OA, coupler AB and rocker BC. These bodies are connected by four pin joints at points O, A, B and C, respectively. In this example, the crankshaft is assumed to rotate with constant counter-clockwise angular velocity 0 ω =2π rad/s. Figure 4 shows the coupler curve that describes midpoint trajectory of coupler AB during one complete cycle. In flexible body analysis, the deformation of coupler AB is considered. The coupler is assumed to be a rectangular link with length 260mm, fillet radius 5mm, depth 27.5mm, mass density 2.8E-6 kg/mm 3 , Poisson's ratio 0.34 and modulus of elasticity 72 GPa. In order to verify the results obtained using 3-D formulation presented in this paper, the flexible coupler is divided into finite 3-D solid beam elements. Each element has two nodal coordinates and each node has six deformation degrees of freedom. In-plane and out-of-plane bending deformations are considered and the couplings between these modes of vibration as the results of the finite rotation are taken into account. The end conditions used to eliminate the rigid body modes of the finite element shape function are obtained by fixing all the translational displacements and the slope about the X axis of the node at point A and the two transverse displacements of the node at point B. Figure 5 shows the out-of-plane bending displacement of coupler AB using different numbers of modes. Figure 6 shows the modal displacements of first 6 modes. Figure 7 shows the reaction force of four joints. Figure 8 shows the angular displacement of the mass center of three movable links. 
Conclusions
A nonlinear recursive method for the kinematic and dynamic analysis of closed-loop flexible manufacturing systems is presented in this paper. The method is based on a recursive formulation combined by the generalized Newton-Euler equations [8] , the kinematic relationships between the absolute, elastic, and relative joint coordinates and the joint reaction force equations in order to form a system of dynamic equations which have a sparse matrix structure. The method used in this paper leads to a system of loosely coupled equations in the absolute, joint and elastic accelerations as well as the joint reaction forces. The resulting equations can be solved for the absolute and joint accelerations as well as the joint reaction forces. The independent joint and elastic accelerations can be integrated forward in time in order to determine the joint and elastic coordinates and velocities. The absolute coordinates of the system can be obtained using simple recursive kinematic relationships.
